Photgraphy Made Easy

A simple guide to taking and editing
your perfect image.
By StevePimblett
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Always wanted to take a better picture?
There are some fundamental rules, which if
applied, will bring your images to the next
level. Some of them are basic common
sense, and some of them focus on
techniques found in the following tutorials
See what you can achieve by following these
simple steps.
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The Rule of Thirds

		

Keeping the Horizon straight

		

Using a Focal Point

		

Clever use of Lines
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Using diagonal Lines as interest

however all rules are
made to be broken
and this one is no
different.

1 Rule of
Thirds
The rule of thirds
requires you to break
your image down into
a nine part grid so that
you can use the four
intersecting lines that
result to take images
that are well composed
and that are pleasing
to the eye.
You can stage the
parts of the image that
you want people to
look at the most along

these lines and where
they cross is the most
effective place to draw
your viewer’s eye to
what you want them to
look at.
Most modern cameras
have the ability to
overlay a grid onto the
LED screen on the rear
of the camera in order
for you to be able to
pose your photo using
the rule of thirds. This
makes it much easier
apply this rule than
when using a camera
without this function

After your image has
been taken you can
adjust it further by
using Photoshop and
the crop tool. Once
you select the crop
tool a “Rule of Thirds”
tab with dropdown
menu can be seen
on the top toolbar.
Choose the “Rule of
Thirds” option and
click on the image
to apply an overlay
of a nine part grid
that you can then use
to crop your image
accordingly.

2 Getting
the Horizon
Straight
When you stand on
a beach and you look
at the horizon you are
looking at a straight
horizon. You should
always try to reflect
this in your images as
there is nothing worse
than a beautiful image
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3 Using Focal
Points
The focal point of an
image is the place where
you want your viewer’s
eye to be drawn. It can
be entirely natural as in
taking a photo of a bird
or insect that has landed
that is slightly out of
can draw a line with your on the window sill near
you or it can be staged
line with the horizon.
mouse pointer across
The easiest way to make
the image to where you by using depth of field
or by the arrangement of
sure that your horizon is want the horizon to fall
straight is to use the grid and the image will adjust the subject matter. There
are many ways to bring
overlay that you use for
to your new line.
out the focal point in
rule of thirds application.
your images here are six
You will probably have
of them
DSLR cameras with a
to crop the image after
hot shoe are able to use adjusting this way but
1. Placement: Put
a small level that helps
a slight crop is better
what you are trying to
manually level up the
than a wonky horizon
camera for the best shot. that reminds you of one photograph in a very
obvious place. You can
These are very handy
of the villains in the old
use rules of photography
when photographing
Batman series (or taken
for this. This really only
at night. If you have an
by a drunken wedding
works for posed images.
image that is slightly out photographer)
you can use Photoshop
to straighten the
horizon.
This function is found
in the same place that
the Rule of Thirds
function is found by
selecting the crop tool,
then clicking the tab
next to the “Rule of
Thirds” tab that says
“Straighten” where you
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2. Depth of field:
This is another way to
pose an image to add
interest and a focal
point to your image. You
achieve this by blurring
out the foreground or
background to direct the
eye of the viewer. This
is always done best by
manual focussing.

3. Blur: You can adjust
your shutter speeds
manually to create some
interesting effects in
your image. You can
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make running water look
like mist; you can make a
moving object look like
it is standing still while
the rest of the image is
in motion.

subjects with vastly
different colour schemes
that contrast also draws
the viewer’s eye and
adds interest to your
image.

4. Scale: To pull your
viewers eye to where you
want it, you can always
make the subject the
largest part of the image.
You can even make the
subject tiny and use a

solid background as a
foil.
5. Colour: Choosing

6. Patterns and shapes:
Placing a subject along a
series of lines or shapes
will make the viewer
focus on the subject
more easily. The image
will be starkly in relief
to the pattern and that
causes the viewers eye
to be drawn immediately
to the subject matter.

4 Using Lines
for Perspective
You can use the natural
way that lines converge
when viewed from a
distance to add interest
to your image.

back in order to let the
lines do the work for
you, you can position
yourself between lines
and adjust the angle of
your lens to add interest
to the lines, you can
use natural lines like

a straight line meets
another straight line or
could possibly eventually
meet to add interest to
your images and to draw
the eye of your viewer.

5 Using
Diagonals
Lines pull your viewers
eye whenever they
are strong enough in
an image. Your viewer
naturally follows lines
with their eyes and so
you can use this to your
advantage by composing
images using a variety
of lines to direct your
viewer’s eye to where
you want them to go
and to add elements of
interest to your image.

There are several ways
that you can do this. You
can stand far enough
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horizons and tree lines,
streets and pavements
and anywhere where

You can use horizontal,
diagonal and vertical
lines for this purpose.
An example of vertical

train tracks skewing off
lines could be power
other train tracks and
poles, horizontal lines
can be the horizon,
train tracks, roads and
diagonal lines can be
found in nature i.e. fallen
trees and in architecture
i.e. roof angles.

out harmony and order
in a photograph
Leading the eye is a
classic way to use lines
to direct the viewer to
look at subject matter
and has been used by

represent fork in the
road moments where
the viewer has to make
a mental decision which
way they are going to
look.
Horizontal lines can
add an air of calm to
your image. Think a
large bank of fog on a
riverbank or a stretch
of road leading off into
the distance. They add
continuity to your image
and a sense of place.
Vertical lines can be
used to give an image
weight and depth as in
fence posts along a road
or individual trees in a
forest.
Diagonal lines add
a feeling of action or
motion to an image.
Think tree branches or
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Jagged and irregular
lines add a sense of
mood to an image and
add instant interest,
especially if they lines
are irregular as our
natural desire is to seek

artists and architects for
centuries. Think about
cathedrals and high rise
buildings and you can
see how perspective
created by lines adds
immediate interest to
your photo

Having used the techniques in this article,
you now have the knowledge to photograph
better images. You can now take it to the
next level by using Photoshop to add the
“Wow” factor to your images. This will be
covered in our article next month.
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